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WINE LIST

“Great wine works wonders and is one itself”
Edward Steinberg

Wines by the Glass
Sparkling
Invilla Prosecco Brut – Bisol, Veneto
€ 4.50
Deliciously dry and fruity Prosecco. Citrus, peach and nectarine fruit are
evident on the nose while the palate is truly elegant. Fresh fruit mingle
with delicate bubbles to provide a long length.
White Wine
Kasaura Pecorino - Zaccagnini, Abruzzo
€ 4.50
Bright yellow with greenish hues. Fresh, crisp, citrusy and aromatic with
very pleasant overtones of grapefruit, pineapple and melon.
Isis DOK - Meridiana Wine Estate, Malta
€ 5.50
Made exclusively from Chardonnay grapes, Isis is characterised by
fresh, natural, tropical fruit flavours. The name Isis recalls the Phoenician
goddess of sailors whose vigilant eye still graces the prow of the Maltese
fishing luzzu.
Chablis - J. Moreau & Fils, Burgundy
€ 6.50
Fresh and crisp on the palate, elegant and mineral with flavours of citrus
peel. Ideal as an aperitif or with oysters, shellfish, fish, and white meats.
Rosé Wine
Kasaura Cerasuolo d’Abruzzo - Zaccagnini, Abruzzo
€ 4.50
Beautiful pale strawberry in colour, this medium-bodied Italian rose
delivers tart cherry flavours, well-structured with fresh acidity ending
with good raspberry notes.
Red Wine
Kasaura Montepulciano d’Abruzzo - Zaccagnini, Abruzzo € 4.50
Dense ruby red colour with a violet rim. Intense notes of dark ripe
berries, black peppers and traces of dried herbs. Medium-bodied with
soft, silky tannins and a touch of vanilla leads to a dry and supple finish.
Nexus DOK - Meridiana Wine Estate, Malta
€ 6.50
Made from Merlot grapes, Nexus is characterised by soft, ripe, cherry
plum flavours. The name Nexus celebrates the marriage between
Malta's Old World geographical location and Meridiana's New World
vinicultural technology.
Château Cardinal-Villemaurine Grand Cru - Château Cardina
l-Villemaurine, St Emilion Bordeaux
€ 8.00
Created and vinified with passion by Jean Francois Carrille, this wine
expresses all the finesse and elegance of this exceptional terroir. A
complex nose of spiced plums, leather and woody cigar box aromas.
The palate has a full-texture and long, enduring savoury flavours.

Sparkling Wines
Joy and celebration, elegance and charm - sparkling wines
are quintessentially party drinks
Cassar de Malte - Marsovin, Malta
€ 32.00
Malta’s only quality brut produced using the prestigious Methode
Traditionnelle. An elegant and fine wine made entirely from
Chardonnay grapes coming from the 1.6ha Wardija Valley Estate.
Jeio Prosecco di Valdobbiadene Brut - Bisol, Veneto Italy € 21.00
Brilliant straw yellow and an extremely fine, vivacious mousse. Aromas
of wildflowers and almonds, balanced with notes of pear and a
refreshingly crisp acidity, with lots of vigour and savouriness.
Jeio Cuvée Rosé Brut - Bisol, Veneto Italy
€ 18.00
This delicate cuvée has a slightly rusty pink colour with hints of red fruit.
On the palate it has a good fruitiness, which also gives the impression
of sweetness, raspberry, under-ripe strawberry and cranberry edginess
come through in its lovely acidity.
Alma Franciacorta Cuvée Brut - Bellevista, Lombardia Italy € 52.00
Pale, lively and decidedly persistent mousse, with a fine and continuous
perlage. Rich notes of white flowers and ripe decana pears, along with
subtle hints of chlorophyll and vanilla. The flavor echoes the sensations
on the nose and the aftertaste is tangy and satisfying.
Bollinger Special Cuvée Brut - Bollinger, Champagne France
€ 36.50
€ 65.00
Aromas of bramley apples fill the room on popping the cork. In the
glass it has a rich, heady, leasy nose, with a touch of lemon curd. Elegant
on the palate, with soft but persistent mousse which has a creamy
edge.

Light, Crisp Whites
Clean, refreshing flavours are the keystones of this style.
These light, dry, versatile wines may be served on their own,
as well as to complement light dishes
Isis DOK - Meridiana Wine Estate, Malta
€ 13.75 € 23.00
Made exclusively from Chardonnay grapes, Isis is characterised by fresh,
natural, tropical fruit flavours. The name Isis recalls the Phoenician goddess
of sailors whose vigilant eye still graces the prow of the Maltese fishing
luzzu.
€ 15.50 € 26.00
Chablis - J. Moreau & Fils, Burgundy
Fresh and crisp on the palate, elegant and mineral with flavours of citrus
peel. Ideal as an aperitif or with oysters, shellfish, fish, and white meats.
Bordeaux Blanc - Ronan by Clinet, Pomero
€ 21.00
This is a very interesting style, fairly weighty and rounded Bordeaux Blanc.
This more luxurious style presents orange blossom, lime and mature,
white fruits on the nose. In the mouth, the first impression comes from
the fleshy, creamy texture, then pear notes step in, seasoned with
cardamon.
Feudo Disisa Chara Bianco
€ 20.50
This blend of two native varieties gives an outburst of freshness. Fruity
peach, citrus notes and herbal nuances with a long aftertaste makes a
perfect match with tasty aromatic dishes.
Trebbiano d’Abruzzo Il Bianco di Cicco IGT -Zaccagnini, Abruzzo €19.50
Pale yellow with green nuances, having a very delicate bouquet of
attractive green apples and minerals on the nose. Medium-bodied,
well-balanced with fresh acidity and a medium finish.
Vallado Branco - Quinta do Vallado, Douro
€ 17.50
This wonderful Douro white is a blend of Rabigato, Verdelho, Viosinho
and Arinto grapes. It shows a brilliant citrus green colour, offering floral
and ripe apricot aromas with a touch of melon. Dry fruits follow,
producing a full, well-balanced flavour.
KWV, Western Cape - Chenin Blanc
€ 17.00
Hints of apricot, ripe pears and kiwi fruit. On the palate it shows freshness
with a natural acidity, intense fruit flavours and a fresh finish.
Pecorino Colle dei Venti IGT - Caldora, Abruzzo
€ 20.00
This Pecorino presents a rich, elegant arrangement of aromas highlighted
by lemon and light mango. Light to medium-bodied, with bright acidity,
papaya, green apple and dancing marzipan on the finish.

Juicy, Aromatic Whites
These are white wines in a more mouth-watering style.
Medium-bodied, with citrus, floral, and grassy aromas, and
sweeter fruit flavors, they are nonetheless still dry
Neptunus DOK Superior - San Niklaw Estate, Malta
€ 24.50
Pale yellow in colour. The nose is characterised by intense tropical fruits
accompanied by a minerality that reflects its terroir. A refined palate
characterised by intense tropical fruit aromas and a balanced acidity
giving an elegant and fresh enjoyable wine with a pleasant minerality.
Blanc de Cheval - Marsovin, Gozo
€ 23.00
This medium bodied white wine has distinct fruity aromas of citrus and
apples bursting into zesty fruity flavours on the palate and ending with
a pleasant lingering finish. It is excellent on its own or as an
accompaniment to most fish, prawn and shellfish dishes.
Sancerre - Pascal Jolivet, Loire
€ 30.00
100% Sauvignon Blanc, rich, elegant and smooth. This wine is powerful
and presents a perfect balance. Perfect with fresh fish dishes, shellfish
and goat cheese.
Pouilly Fume - Pascal Jolivet
€ 26.50
A wine with dazzling character, high minerality. Rich, elegant and full
of finesse.
Riesling - Domaine Schaeffer-Woerly, Alsace France
€ 24.00
A biodynamic wine, mineral and floral on the nose with stone fruit
character. Fresh and rich on the palate, underlined with a hint of spice.
Puiattino Fruilli – Pinot Grigio – Venezia, Giulia
€ 23.00
Fresh grassy notes and hints of green apples. The palate has a touch
of honeyed richness but is fresh and steely.
Acquagiusta Vermentino - Tenuta La Badiola, Tuscany
€ 22.00
Straw-yellow with slight greenish reflections. Fruity and floral on the
palate. Fragrant and delicate with a notable acidity making it fresh and
pleasantly drinkable.
Beneventano Falanghina IGT - Vesevo, Campania
€ 17.50
Delicate and perfumed, offering loads of melon and sliced pear aromas.
Light to medium-bodied, with lots of mineral character and an intense
finish of green apple.
Grüner Veltliner Federspiel “Terrassen” - Domäne Wachau, Wachau
€ 13.50 € 23.00
Concentrated aromas of gooseberries with hints of green apple.
Medium-bodied with background shades of citrus, apple and peach
fruit. Light mineral character lingers on the finish and vibrant acidity
makes the palate hum.

Riesling Federspiel “Terrassen” - Domäne Wachau, Wachau
€ 13.50
€ 23.50
Subtle blossom honey and hints of pineapple, mango and lime zest are
all displayed on the reticent nose. A medium-bodied wine with flavours
of peach and mango and a refreshing acid structure giving the wine
considerable class.
Gewürztraminer - Simonsig, Stellenbosh
€ 20.00
A rich, spicy nose with lovely rose petal and lychee fruit aromas. A
delicious semi-sweet wine with a dry finish.
Blanc De Blancs Château Kefraya, Bekaa Valley
€ 23.50
A bouquet of typical fruits resembling pineapple, peach and grapefruit
with floral notes. A taste revealing the same interesting flavours, creating
a beautiful harmony between mellowness and freshness, giving an
elegant finale.
Gavi di Gavi DOCG - Olim Bauda, Piedmont
€ 25.00
Brilliant lemon-gold colour with aromas of lemon juice and wintergreen.
In the mouth, Olim Bauda’s Gavi attacks first with crisp, juicy citrus fruit,
and then broadens mid-palate to offer notes of yellow plums, bergamot
and herbs. The wine finishes crisp and lip-smacking with suggestions of
juicy citrus fruit and a complex touch of quinine and sappy pine buds.
€ 25.00
Ribolla Gialla Colli Orientali DOC – Torre Rosazza, Friuli
This straw-colored wine boasts a mid-range level of intensity. Its clean
floral scents suggest melon and a light hint of citrus.
Sauvignon Blanc 347 Vineyards - De Martino, Casablanca Valley
€ 18.00
Intense, bright green in colour. Fresh, intense nose of citrus fruits such as
lime and grapefruit, with aromas of white flowers and a herby edge. The
palate features a delicious entry, with great acidity, lots of fruit and a full
body giving the wine a lovely long finish.
Aurora Etna Bianco - I Vigneri di Salvo Foti, Sicily
€36.00
Aurora is stunning with delicate details that remind of top Premier Cru
white Burgundy and still shows the pure terroir of Etna with exotic spice,
flinty mineral and a lovely pale yellow/gold color, with white peach,
tropical notes and kumquat as well as soft butterscotch, salty chalk and
lemon marmalade. The main force is a refreshing citrus core, but the
acidity is smooth and this refined white, feels seductive on the palate
with almost satiny texture. This is a light and lifting wine, but with vigor
and complexity, the finish is lengthy and leaves lingering notes of dried
roses, mixed herb and a trace of honeycomb.
€ 28.00
Sauvignon Blanc - Hunter’s, Marlborough New Zealand
This Sauvignon Blanc immediately shows passion fruit and ripe tropical
fruit aromas with a touch of herbaceous capsicum. It has a very
refreshing multilayered palate of citrus and tropical fruits. These flavours
and aromas leave a fresh lingering finish on the palate making it a full
satisfying wine with balanced acidity.

Full Opulent Whites
An interesting voluptuous style - full-bodied, fleshy and long.
Seductively fragrant wines with a wealth of flavours, nonetheless
maintaining their poise with good balancing acidity
Antonin Blanc GOZO DOK Superior (Ramla Valley Estate) Marsovin, Gozo
€ 26.50
Antonin Blanc is produced from selected Chardonnay grapes harvested
from the Ramla Valley Estate in Gozo. Aromas of vanilla and burnt toast
give way to crisp citrus and apple notes on the palate. It is full and round
in the mouth and whilst retaining a fruity Chardonnay character, the
subtle nuance of oak adds finesse and complexity.
El Ixsir White - Ixsir Batroun, Lebanon
€ 26.00
Distinguished by its refined aromas of flowers combined with white
fleshy fruit, herbs and spices. On the palate, purity blends with richness
to offer an unctuous and full-bodied wine. Aged for 12 months in French
oak barrel, this wine exudes elegance, minerality and depth.
Pouilly Fuisse - Georges Duboeuf, Burgundy
€ 25.50
Full bodied and hearty with powerful white blossom and almond aromas
and dried fruit flavours and a hint of fig.
Gewürztraminer - Trimbach, Alsace
€ 26.50
This Gewürztraminer has a gold colour with a perfumed nose of lychee
fruits and spices. Rich, intense, luscious and the finish is dry and spicy.
Greco di Tufo DOCG - Vesevo, Campania
€ 22.50
Straw yellow in colour with a youthful rim. Clean and fresh on the nose,
with concentrated fruit flavours of kiwi, lime and gooseberries. Perfectly
balanced, full-bodied and fresh, backed by crisp and mineral flavours.

Rosé Wines
Cheerful and welcoming, fruity and fresh, rosé wines add
‘joie de vivre’ to any sunny day or party
Rosé d'Anjou - Les Gardelles, France
€ 16.50
A fresh and light rosé that makes a very refreshing and thirst-quenching
drink.
Cerasuolo Montepulciano d’Abruzzo - Zaccagnini, Italy
€ 19.00
Beautiful pale strawberry in colour, this medium-bodied Italian rosé
delivers tart cherry flavours, well-structured with fresh acidity ending
with good raspberry notes.
White Zinfandel - Devil’s Ridge
€16.50
Displaying essences of strawberry and melon on the palate, this wine is
perfect with all types of food, especially mildly spicy dishes such as Asian
or Latin cuisine.
Langhe Rosato - Fattoria San Giuliano, Piedmont Italy
€18.00
95% Dolcetto d'Alba & 5% Brachetto. Intense rose' colour, on rose
hints of red berries and with a delicate palate, best with shell fish, white
meats and fresh cheeses.

Fruity Lively Reds
Perfumed & elegant or bursting with boisterous sweet fruit, the
light, vibrant reds in this category will suit any occasion
€21.00
Cinsault Gallardía del Itata - De Martino, Itata Chile
Pale violet red in colour, on the nose this wine is intense, displaying red
fruits, raspberry and cherry. On the palate it is very smooth and with great
acidity and where once again the raspberry notes appear.
€ 24.50
Barbera d’Alba Riserva “Fiore di Marcorino” DOC Fattoria San Giuliano, Piedmont
Ruby red colour. Cherry, spice and a hint of liquorice are the flavour
themes in this fruit-driven Barbera, which is rich, balanced and succulent,
with a pleasing bitterness on the finish.
Barbera d’Asti “La Villa” DOCG - OlimBauda, Piedmont
€ 14.00 € 21.00
This wine is typified by a deep and bright ruby-red colour with a rich
concentrated nose depicting cherry and berry fruit aromas. The palate is
generous and full-bodied with a long and enticing finish.
€19.50
La Vendimia - Palacios Remondo Rioja Spain
Lively and lucid, this wine has supple aromas of fresh orchard fruit, wild
berries and ripe blood oranges. Fruit-forward and round on the palate,
the aromas found on the nose are mimicked in the mouth and include
additional notes of sweet spice and raspberry jam.
Valpolicella Classico Superiore DOC - Allegrini, Veneto
€ 14.50 € 24.00
Nice fresh cherry, plum and rum raisin fruit framed by some savoury,
spicy notes. Nice depth and structure, with a hint of tarry spiciness.
Lively and fruity.
KWV- Pinotage, Western Cape
€ 19.00
Ripe raspberry, black cherry and mulberry aromas that follow through on
the plush juicy entry, well supported by savoury liquorice, clove and
cardamom.
Blauer Zweigelt Terrassen - Domäne Wachau, Wachau Austria €21.00
Medium ruby red in colour with delicate purple highlights. Offering overt
aromas of blackberry, cherry and some earthy tones. The detectable, yet
balanced acidity and the soft tannins make this Zweigelt an enjoyable and
pleasant red wine.
Dolcetto d’Alba – Pio Cesare, Piedmont
€26.00
Fresh, fruity and fragrant with body and structure, spicy, ripe fruit and
roundness.

Ripe Smooth Reds
The diplomats of the red-wine world, smooth and harmonious, with no
sharp edges, but never bland. This category contains truly distinctive
and distinguished regional classics
Promis – Gaja Ca’ Marcanda Estate, Bolgheri, Tuscan
€ 47.00
A delightful wine that combines elegance and suppleness of Merlot and
Syrah with the austerity of Sangiovese.
Nexus DOK - Meridiana Wine Estate, Malta
€ 27.00
Made from Merlot grapes, Nexus is characterised by soft, ripe, cherry
plum flavours. The name Nexus celebrates the marriage between Malta's
Old World geographical location and Meridiana's New World vinicultural
technology.
Bordeaux Rouge - Ronan by Clinet, Pomerol
€21.50
A very nice Bordeaux value offering dark fruit flavours with good
concentration and a handsome dose of spice. Rich and approachable,
with a spice filled finish.
Chianti Classico DOCG - Carpineta Fontalpino, Tuscany
€ 26.50
An expression of darker fruit, this red remains fresh and defined by violet,
black cherry and spice notes. Polished, but still marked by dense, edgy
tannins, matched by sweet fruit on the finish.
Rioja Crianza, Vivanco,
€ 20.50
Intense aromas of fresh, ripe, red fruit, with spicy and liquorice notes,
accompanied by elegant toasty and smoky hints. Fresh and very
well-balanced with a persistent and elegant mouthfeel.
Les Breteches - Château Kefraya, Bekaa Valley
€ 20.50
Full and complex, fruit and earthy flavours are consistent with the nose,
zingy acidity and soft tannins that set up a very long finish with fruity
and floral notes that seem to last for minutes.
Pétalos Del Bierzo - Descendientes de J. Palacios
€ 27.00
Expressive flavours of black cherry, currant, licorice, mineral and smoke
mingle in this focused red. The texture is gentle but firm, with
well-integrated tannins and racy acidity providing structure. A compact
wine that shows good intensity.
Il Passo Rosso IGT - Vigneti Zabù, Sicily
€ 20.00
Made from Etna grape variety Nerello Mascalese blended with native
Nero d’Avola grapes, this wine is deep red purple in colour with a fine
fruity taste of sweet red berries, medium bodied with a hint of spices in
the finish.
Melqart DOK - Meridiana Wine Estate, Malta
€ 14.00 € 25.50
Made from an artful blend of Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot grapes.
Melqart is characterised by ripe berry flavours which are enhanced by
light oak nuances.

Carmenère Legado Reserve - De Martino, Maipo Valley
€ 21.00
A lovely deep-coloured wine with notes of blackberry and damson fruit
flavours with a rich and velvety palate. Smooth and fresh with moderate
alcohol content typical of wines from the Maipo valley.
Cabernet Sauvignon Legado Reserve - De Martino, Maipo Valley € 21.00
Bright ruby red in colour with intense notes of raspberry and figs, backed
by traces of tobacco and spice from 14 months of ageing in used French
oak. Fresh with moderate alcohol content, full-bodied with firm, ripe
tannins, well balanced acidity and a long, pleasant finish.
Vallado Tinto - Quinta do Vallado, Douro
€ 20.00
Dark red, with crimson highlights. Intense, mature blackberry and ripe
purple plum aromas burst from the glass with interesting accents of sage
and tarragon. On the palate this shows a great structure and a full-bodied
elegance, with mature dark berries, round tannins, leading to a long,
persistent finish.
Montepulciano d’Abruzzo DOC - Zaccagnini, Abruzzo
€ 21.00
Deep garnet black colour. Aromas of chocolate, nuts, honeycomb, and
dried berries with a supple, dry-yet-fruity medium body and a tangy mixed
berry, cocoa and earth finish. Ripe and nicely structured.
Nuits St Georges - Joseph Faiveley, Burgundy
€ 49.50
A deep dark ruby red with beautiful deep purple streaks. The expressive nose
seduces us with its stoned fruits, spices and smoky notes. On the palate, this
wine is silky, round and full, with well blended tannins.

Rich, Dense Reds

Delve deeper into the multilayered complexity of dark, intense aromas
and flavors that this style can offer, ranging from suavely elegant
aristocrats to big, warm, welcoming wines
Primus Ġellewża -Shiraz Imqadded ta’ Malta, MALTA D.O.K. Marsovin, Malta

€52.00
A blend of old vine Ġellewża from vineyards in Mġarr and Shiraz from old
vines in Siġġiewi. Grapes are harvested by hand in the beginning of
September. After careful selection, the grapes are placed in boxes and set
aside to dry, on the winery roof in the sun, to promote the concentration of
sugars, aromas, and glycerin. Around the beginning of October the grapes
are softly pressed, and left to ferment slowly in stainless steel tanks. The
maceration takes 10-15 days and is made at a temperature of 26°-30° C. A
daily pump over is carried out. Ageing takes place in French oak barrels for
a period of 17 months. A deeply concentrated ruby-purple coloured wine
displaying distinct tears with intense aromas of dried fruits and a marena
cherries marrying well with new oak barrel flavours of vanilla, cinnamon
and nutmeg leaving a very pleasant lingering off dry finish.

Etna Rosso - I Vigneri di Salvo Foti, Sicily
€ 37.50
I Vigneri Etna Rosso is a pure delight, tonic, juicy and driven, floral and
cherry with some fruit sweetness on the nose, coupled with Etna’s
distinctive spice and some gentle tobacco notes. This is a great
expression of Etna Rosso that delivers the character of the mountain in a
beautiful wine that has real depth and flavour balanced by freshness and
vibrancy.
Vigne Vecchie Primitivo di Manduria DOC – Vigneti del Salento, Puglia
€ 42.00
Produced from vines older than 80 years, this wine is a rich and robust,
multi-layered Primitivo. A premium example of the quality to be found in
the Manduria region of Puglia. Fruity with prunes and cherry jam aroma,
accompanied by smoky, tobacco-like aromas and flavours.
Touriga Nacional - Quinta do Vallado, Douro
€37.00
With a dark crimson colour, this Touriga Nacional boasts great
concentration and aromas of bergamot and wild fruits, with violet and
spicy hints. The taste is sweet, round and mature, with silky tannins. Red
fruits follow through from the nose into a long, concentrated, fresh finish.
Marnisi “Private Estate Selection” MALTA D.O.K. RIZERVA € 27.00
Marsaxlokk, Marsovin, Malta – Marnisi Estate, Marsaxlokk
Marnisi Estate is situated near Marsaxlokk in the South of Malta. Marnisi
is a blend representative of the 4 grape varieties on this Estate which
includes over 55% Cabernet Sauvignon, about 30% Merlot and smaller
quantities of Cabernet Franc. Low yields, barrel ageing of the unfiltered
wine and judicious blending produce a concentrated, full-bodied wine
with excellent ageing potential. The high concentration of natural sugars
coming from an excellent grape maturity and a minimum of 12 months
maturation in oak barriques followed by a further six months ageing in
bottle, qualify this wine for the special mention of “Rizerva”.
Langhe Nebbiolo - Rivetto Piedmont
€ 27.50
Well-structured wine with balanced alcohol and acidity. Red fruit
characteristics of red currants and red berries, hints of spice and vanilla.
Gran Passione Rosso “Appassimento” IGT - Fossalta di Piave, Veneto
€ 18.00
Intense purple colour, tending towards amber with ageing. The subse quent oak aging gives the pleasant notes of spices and vanilla. This wine
has a very solid structure due to the elevated alcohol and the balance
between soft tannins and acidity.
Brunello di Montalcino DOCG - San Polo, Tuscany
€ 66.00
Intense ruby-red in colour with garnet hues, San Polo Brunello offers
classic aromas of violets, small red berries, and more subtle notes of
coffee and tobacco. It is warm and full-bodied on the palate, with ripe,
firm tannins balanced by a lively acidity, and the flavours unfold into a
long, well-rounded finish.

Piano del Cerro Aglianico DOC - Vigneti del Vulture, Basilicata € 30.00
Deep red in colour. The bouquet is dominated by rich and spicy aromas
of cassis, sweet cherries, cranberries, tobacco, chocolate and cedar with
hints of bourbon vanilla and toasty notes. Complex, spicy, with lots of
berry flavours, finely integrated acidity and a persisting balsamic finish.
Châteauneuf-du-Pape - Château Mont-Redon, Southern Rhône € 40.00
Pleasant violet dark hue. The nose shows great complexity with black
berries fruits and toasted aromas. The mouth starts with a dense and
firm but very classic tannic structure. Very well-balanced and finishes on
liquorice and smoky hints. A bottle built for ageing.
Château Cardinal-Villemaurine Grand Cru Château Cardinal-Villemaurine, St Emilion Bordeaux
€ 32.50
Created and vinified with passion by Jean Francois Carrille, this wine
expresses all the finesse and elegance of this exceptional terroir.
A complex nose of spiced plums, leather and woody cigar box aromas.
The palate has a full-texture and long, enduring savoury flavours.
Shiraz “The Footbolt” d’Arenberg, McLaren Vale, Australia
€22.50
Laden with dark cherries, rhubarb, plums and aniseed, complemented
by a lick of fine, subtle oak and lifted with a sprinkling of pepper and
spice.
Amarone della Valpolicella Classico, Begali Lorenzo, Veneto €52.00
This Amarone is obtained from grapes that have been left to dry during
the months of September and October and aged for 42 months in oak
casks. The aroma is intense and spicy, with elegant ethereal notes. Full
bodied, with a long lingering, distinct finish.
€ 62.50
Château Desmirail, Margaux Grand Cru Classe’ , Bordeaux
This sports dark toast and coffee flavours up front, followed by dense,
but silky-textured plum sauce, melted fig.
Crozes Hermitage 'Les Jalets’ - Paul Jaboulet Aine, Northern Rhône
€ 26.00
Attractive bright ruby colour, with a violet hue. Aromas of tart red
berries, with a spicy final note. Smooth, rich attack, finishing with
liquorice notes.
Cheval Franc DOK Superior - Marsovin
€ 27.00
An artful blend of Cabernet Franc and Shiraz, this medium bodied ruby
red wine has distinct peppery and herbaceous aromas and is excellent
on its own or as an accompaniment to more complex meat dishes,
oriental cuisine and rich pasta sauces.
Contrada Ta Fanġu Syrah- Mourvedre DOK - San Niklaw Estate, Malta
€ 32.00
Intense ruby red. Complex and multifaceted with dark red fruit notes
and spice on a background of elegant oak aromas. On the palate it
provides a rich mouthfeel with concentrated spicy fruit balanced
delicately with oak aromas and soft tannins giving a ripe and round
mouthful of delicious Mediterranean warmth.

Altitudes Red - Ixsir, Batroun
€ 26.00
Aromas of red and black fruits, with a touch of oak. Its blending gives the
wine a supple and delicate character where blackcurrant and blackberry
merge. Produced from a blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah, Caladoc and
Tempranillo.
Bernard Magrez Juanico
€ 23.00
Deep red. Elegant nose of red and black fruit and roasted notes. The
palate is full flavoured, round and well structured. Delights at length.

Dessert Wines
Voluptuous, with a deep intensity, rich bouquet and a silky structure
Dolce Vita - Camilleri Wines, Malta
€ 16.00
This blend of locally-grown Sauvignon Blanc and Viognier offers an
enticing, syrupy aroma of stewed apples. On the palate one finds a soft,
seductive sweetness which reinforces the apple’s notes, yet is further
enriched by a full fruit-basket of flavours.
Moscato D’Asti “Centive”- Olim Bauda, Italy
€ 14.00 €20.50
Characteristic straw yellow colour, this slightly sparkled wine presents an
intense aromatic bouquet, showing golden apple, pineapple and honey
aromas. To the palate it is fresh and fragrant, as sweetness and acidity are
properly balanced.
Brachetto “Desiderio” - Fattoria San Giuliano, Italy
€ 18.00
Ruby red in colour, intensely aromatic and fragrant with a delicate
“muschiato” aroma. On the palate it is delicate and sweet presenting
a pleasingly unique taste.
€ 28.00
Cannonau Plaisir Rosso Passito IGT - Zaccagnini, Italy
Pomegranate red in colour, showing a very delicate bouquet, with the
aromatic scent of sweet plums and grenadine. Full and well-orchestrated
flavour, with a hint of tannin.

